AN ANALYSIS OF TWO READING INTERVENTION PROGRAMS

How Do the Words, Texts, and Programs Compare?

ABSTRACT
In this study, the student texts and teacher guides of two reading intervention programs for at-risk, first-grade students were analyzed and compared: Fountas and Pinnell’s Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) and Scott Foresman’s My Sidewalks (MS). The analyses drew on the framework of available theory and research on beginning texts developed by Mesmer, Cunningham, and Hiebert in 2012. This framework includes attention to word-level, text-level, and program-level features. The student texts of the two programs had similar average percentages of single-appearing words and words that can elicit a mental picture (concrete words); however, LLI texts featured more repetition of words, a slightly higher percentage of highly frequent words, and a considerably higher percentage of multisyllable words. MS texts contained a higher percentage of phonetically regular words and a higher lesson-to-text match between phonics elements in teacher guides and the words in student texts. Instructional implications and future research directions are discussed.
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SINCE response to intervention (RTI) gained momentum after the reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) in 2004, school districts looking to support their at-risk readers have been faced with myriad choices among commercially available intervention materials. Publishers of educational materials compete for billions of dollars in revenue annually
(“Pearson Leads the Pack,” 2010), and educators can become overwhelmed or confused when faced with the wide variety of materials marketed for at-risk readers. The focus of this study was to identify the differences and similarities in the word-level, text-level, and program-level features of two widely used, commercially available intervention programs offered explicitly for beginning readers identified as at risk for reading failure. We compared first-grade versions of the intervention programs’ texts and teacher guides, since first grade is a critical year for establishing successful beginning reading skills (Juel, 1988).

We became aware of the two intervention programs compared in this study when they first appeared in schools in which we were working as teacher educators and researchers. Initial reviews of the programs showed that they share components such as student texts and teacher guides featuring phonics lessons, but there appeared to be distinct differences in the student texts. One program’s texts featured many phonetically regular words, whereas the other program’s texts were labeled “leveled” and appeared to include more repetition of words and syntactic patterns. Knowing of a decades-long tradition of descriptive studies comparing attributes of classroom reading programs according to their philosophical viewpoints—meaning versus code emphasis (Beck & McCaslin, 1978; Chall, 1967/1983; Foorman, Francis, Davidson, Harm, & Griffin, 2004; Meyer, Greer, & Crummey, 1987; Stein, Johnson, & Gutlohn, 1999)—we became interested in how commercially available intervention programs used in RTI settings may be connected to these viewpoints as well. Wanting to know more about the nature of the words featured in the programs’ texts and their relation to the instruction provided in the programs, we decided to inventory and compare characteristics that have been shown in the literature to be important for beginning reading acquisition. This information is valuable to the educators and researchers who choose these intervention programs from among a multitude of options available in today’s marketplace. As the dimensions of variation in these programs are not completely obvious to the untrained eye, we believe reporting variations will lead to more informed choices about what each intervention can provide to at-risk beginning readers.

We begin by providing a theoretical framework that organizes the features of texts having empirical or theoretical support in the literature. We briefly examine the prominent viewpoints relating the features of beginning reading texts to both descriptive and intervention studies addressing these texts. We finish by presenting our review of the word-level, text-level, and program-level analyses of texts in these programs.

**A Theoretical Framework for Comparing Beginning Reading Texts**

The assumption that a particular type of text can best promote reading for all students is typified in the “reading wars” (Pearson, 2004) between those advocating a code-emphasis approach to reading instruction and those advocating a meaning-emphasis approach (e.g., Bond & Dykstra, 1967; Foorman, Francis, Fletcher, Schatschneider, & Mehta, 1998). Reflecting on reviews of research, Mesmer, Cunningham, and Hiebert (2012) suggested that the types of texts currently used for beginning reading instruction reflect mandates of state legislatures and advocacy of special interest groups more than evidence from theory or research. They argued for
a reexamination of the research and design of the texts of reading acquisition and proposed the rudimentary components of a framework to initiate this process.

The Mesmer et al. (2012) framework addresses features of text elements related to words in individual texts, words occurring across multiple texts, and program instruction of the words. Related to this work, we propose that at the word level, multiple features of words can influence instructional goals for beginners (especially those who are at risk) such as those related to letter-sound features and meaning features. Our theoretical framework also considers features present across multiple texts (the text level), since it is the “diet” of text experiences, such as the repetition of words or the introduction of new words, that has potential to influence self-teaching. Finally, the framework takes into account the program-level feature of lesson-to-text match (LTTM), which refers to the match between the phonics instruction in a program’s teacher guides and the words in the texts students are given to practice reading. In this study, the rationale for this framework includes both theoretical and empirical investigations of beginning texts at each level of analysis—word, text, and program.

Prominent Perspectives on Beginning Reading Texts

In 1984, Aukerman categorized 165 approaches to beginning reading instruction as using one of three types of texts: phonics, whole word, and whole text. A review similar to Aukerman’s has not been conducted in the past 25 years, but Mesmer (2008) identified two types as dominant in today’s classrooms: decodable (the current term for phonics texts) and leveled (the current term for whole-text texts). Before describing these text types below, we note that phonics/decodable texts are typically aligned with a code-emphasis approach to teaching reading, where the emphasis is on teaching students to use the alphabetic code to identify words. Whole-word and whole-text/leveled texts are generally aligned with a meaning-emphasis approach to teaching reading, which emphasizes reading for meaning (recently referred to as the whole language approach, the term used throughout this article). Our focus is on present-day forms of these two text types: decodable and leveled. In the upcoming descriptions of the philosophical origins of decodable and leveled texts, we first give a brief history of whole-word texts to help in understanding the impact of state mandates on current beginning reading texts. Excerpts from the three prototypical texts appear in Table 1.

Whole-Word Texts

From approximately 1930 to 1990, when the whole-word approach dominated texts of beginning reading instruction (Hoffman, Sailors, & Patterson, 2002), stories were mainly constructed around high-frequency words (e.g., where, yes, can, out), using algorithms to repeat and introduce new words. It was believed that repetition of whole words enabled beginning readers to memorize useful and frequent words so that early texts could be read successfully (Aukerman, 1984). A national commission (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985) called for an end to such algorithmic control of word repetition in text, and subsequent guidelines for textbook adoption cycles of California (California English/Language Arts Committee, 1987) and Texas (Texas Education Agency, 1990) mandated that beginning reading texts be authentic,
not controlled. The whole language approach—as these mandates came to be known—lasted only a single adoption cycle, until it was overturned to mandate decodable text (described next). Interestingly, the backlash against controlling whole-word repetition remained, as up to 70% of the words in beginning reading programs published after the decodable text mandate appeared only a single time (Foorman et al., 2004). The only texts in the current marketplace that retain a trace of an emphasis on whole-word repetition of high-frequency words are those sold by trade book publishers (e.g., the I Can Read series published by HarperCollins), an excerpt of which appears in Table 1. High-frequency words in texts such as Lucky, however, are neither presented sequentially nor repeated according to the algorithms of the earlier period.

Decodable Texts

Decodable texts represent the latest in a long history of phonics texts emphasizing the alphabetic code. The emphasis in such texts is the use of letter and sound knowledge to decode unknown words (Mesmer, 2008). The labels for these texts have been many: phonics, association of sound and spelling, phonological linguistic, phonic-word, and the modified linguistic approach (Bond & Dykstra, 1967). The term “decodable text” was not used until the late 1970s (Google ngram viewer; Michel et al., 2011), and in the early 1990s, it emerged in the educational literature in reference to texts having a high proportion of phonetically regular words matched to common letter-sound relationships previously taught in phonics lessons within accompanying teacher guides (Mesmer, 2008). Today the term “decodable text” is also used for texts with high percentages of phonetically regular words that do not match to a set of instructional lessons (see, e.g., Decodable Books Written by Teachers, 2013).

Leveled Texts

Most beginning reading texts are arranged or leveled by one or more criteria of difficulty, including some publishers’ sets of decodable texts. Thus, the word “lev-
“Leveled” may be used in reference to multiple kinds of texts, but the term “leveled text” is known in the marketplace (Afflerbach et al., 2011; Bear et al., 2009; Beck, Farr, & Strickland, 2008) as texts leveled according to a gradient of difficulty based on multiple supportive features of the whole text, which allow for an emphasis on meaning, such as text structure, themes and ideas, or language and literary features (Fountas & Pinnell, 2012). Leveled texts typically feature naturalness of language, close picture-text matches, and predictable text structures (Cunningham et al., 2005).

The theory behind the whole-text perspective of leveled texts is that when students read the repetitive and predictable sentences, words, and phrases in a text such as “This is the House that Jack Built,” they experience “wholebook success” (Martin & Brogan, 1971), which in turn motivates them to reread the texts, and when they do, they attend to the meaning of the words, how words go together, and their letter/sound patterns. According to Goodman (1969), children rely on the three-cueing system to solve unknown words—semantics (meaning), their knowledge of syntax, and the visual features of words.

Leveled texts were originally part of a one-on-one tutoring intervention called Reading Recovery implemented in the United States in the mid-1980s (Pinnell, Huck, & DeFord, 1986). These texts were from collections having numerous texts, which did not need to be used in a prescribed order. As these texts became increasingly popular and new texts were developed, a need for assigning them to levels was recognized. A leveling system developed for use in Reading Recovery’s contexts (Peterson, 1988) was adapted for general classroom use by Fountas and Pinnell (1996). Leveled texts are now a dominant and central part of American reading instruction, in both regular and special education classrooms (Cunningham et al., 2005).

Research on Beginning Reading Texts

Decodable and leveled texts have been included in two types of studies: descriptive studies that have compared and analyzed the relationship between words in texts and corresponding phonics lessons, and intervention studies examining the influence of text types on students’ reading. Results from both groups of studies helped to inform our research questions as well as the interpretation of our findings.

Descriptive Studies Comparing Beginning Reading Texts and Phonics Lessons

Descriptive studies have typically focused on lesson-to-text match (LTTM): the match between the instruction of phonics elements in teacher guides and the words in student texts (Stein et al., 1999). Such a focus began with Chall’s (1967/1983) analyses of four first-grade reading programs: two code emphasis and two meaning emphasis. Chall observed that the teacher guides of the meaning-emphasis basal programs included phonics instruction; however, the phonics elements taught did not systematically match the words in students’ texts as they did in the code-emphasis programs.

For each of the four decades following Chall’s (1967/1983) work, researchers have analyzed and compared LTTM in meaning- and code-emphasis first-grade reading programs, and, as a result, shifts in various copyrights are evident. In reading programs copyrighted in the 1970s, Beck and McCaslin (1978) reported that patterns of LTTM had not changed from those reported by Chall (1967/1983) and noted that the
code-emphasis programs provided a higher “potential for accuracy” when decoding words, whereas the LTTM of meaning-emphasis programs did not. Four copyrighted programs of the 1980s were analyzed by Meyer et al. (1987), who noted that meaning-emphasis programs continued to have low LTTM. Three out of four of the programs analyzed were meaning-emphasis, and their LTTM was less than 10%. Stein et al. (1999) found that decodable texts and lessons mandated for adoption in California and Texas in the 1990s featured LTTMs similar to the meaning-based programs analyzed by Beck and McCaslin (1978). Finally, in an analysis of six programs with copyrights from 1995 to 2000, Foorman et al. (2004) reported much variability in LTTMs, with only two programs approaching the state mandates of 75% (California) and 80% (Texas) decodability.

Intervention Studies Using Beginning Reading Texts

There is extensive intervention literature in which either decodable or leveled texts have been used in intervention contexts (Blachman et al., 2004; Ehri, Dreyer, Flugman, & Gross, 2007; Hiebert, Colt, Catto, & Gury, 1992; Menon & Hiebert, 2005; Torgesen et al., 2001); however, studies in which the focus was on isolating and measuring the influence of specific text types on beginning reading are few. Cheatham and Allor (2012) sought to establish effects of decodability on beginning reading by reviewing studies that attempted to isolate the effects of decodable text. Results of these studies were inconsistent, with positive effects reported for word reading accuracy or reading fluency in some studies but not in others. Cheatham and Allor’s observations are useful when considering text features for at-risk readers during first grade. They identified the need to consider text features in relation to particular stages of students’ reading development. Referring to Ehri’s (2005) four phases of sight-word learning, they noted that decodable texts may be more critical in the second stage—partial alphabetic—when students begin to use some letter names and sounds to read words, and in the third stage—full alphabetic—when more complete knowledge of letter-sound correspondences is used. Such an observation suggests that the influences of text types may also lie in the particular developmental phases of beginning readers.

The Current Study

Absent from the literature altogether is research specifically analyzing and comparing words in texts and their accompanying phonics instruction from commercially published intervention programs. Because intervention programs loom large due to RTI—and promise to loom even larger as predictions of student performance on the assessments of the Common Core State Standards (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010) are made (e.g., Loveless, 2012)—a focus on the texts of intervention programs is critical.

In the current study, two commercially available first-grade intervention programs were compared. Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI; Fountas & Pinnell, 2008) features leveled texts and is currently used in all 50 states in the United States (Lori Lampert, personal communication, June 28, 2012). My Sidewalks on Reading Street (MS; Juel, Paratore, Simmons, & Vaughn, 2008) features decodable texts and is used in over 1,500 districts in all 50 states (National Center on Response to Intervention,
These programs are similar in that both offer instruction in the major literacy components such as phonics, along with practice reading and rereading an assigned text. The framework of word-level, text-level, and program-level analyses emerged from the features outlined below.

**Word-Level Features**

Word-level features are those pertaining to the nature of the words themselves. Features of words in texts of beginning reading are critical, since independent, accurate, and automatic word recognition is essential to proficient reading (Adams, 1990; Cunningham, Nathan, & Raher, 2011; Tunmer & Nicholson, 2011). The importance of these features has been supported by research using computerized simulations representing the development of word recognition. Connectionist model researchers who create and test these representations have found that words’ phonological, orthographic, and semantic characteristics, along with frequency, familiarity, and imageability, are all involved in determining readability (Plaut, 2005; Plaut & Shallice, 1991). In this study we measured four types of word features from the framework of Mesmer et al. (2012): word decodability (words that adhere to common spelling-sound patterns), highly frequent words (words occurring frequently in print), word concreteness (words that can elicit a mental picture), and multisyllable words.

Because English is an alphabetic language, extensive research validates that phonological awareness, alphabetic knowledge, and word reading each strongly predict later reading ability (National Reading Panel, 2000). Word decodability (phonetic regularity) serves as a scaffold for beginning readers in that students can apply knowledge of letter-sound relationships to words by either attending to individual letters or by identifying known word parts (Ehri, 2005).

English words do not always have regular correspondences between letters and sounds (i.e., many speech sounds can be spelled in different ways). These irregularly spelled words tend to occur with great frequency in English (e.g., *have, of, they*), and in texts read by beginning readers, they account for more than 50% of words (Adams, 1990). A reader’s word-reading accuracy and automaticity are positively influenced by the frequency with which words appear in print (Gernsbacher, 1984; Zinna, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1986). Texts should feature enough highly frequent words so that they can be learned; however, research has not established guidelines indicating how many of these words should be included or how often they should be repeated within texts (Mesmer et al., 2012).

Another word-level feature that can influence the ease with which children learn to recognize words is imageability. Imageability is the degree to which a word’s meaning, if known to the reader, elicits a mental picture (Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968). This makes a word such as “butterfly” easier to learn and remember than “hopeful” because it conjures a mental picture, which in turn activates response retrieval (Paivio, 1969). To operationalize imageability of words in texts in this study, we measured word concreteness, which is related to but not synonymous with imageability. For example, the word *fiddlehead* is concrete because it has the potential to elicit a mental picture, but it may not be imageable if the reader does not know what a fiddlehead is. Descriptive studies of word-level features in texts can only measure word concreteness, since there is no way of knowing what words readers know.
The last word-level feature in this study is multisyllable words. Multisyllable words in texts are often not a focus in the word learning of beginning or at-risk readers because an implicit assumption in word recognition acquisition is that, at least in English, single-syllable words are learned before multisyllable words. One exception is the role of multisyllable words in the “prealphabetic” or first phase of Ehri’s (2005) model of sight-word learning, where children learn words on the basis of visual characteristics. The word *dinosaur*, for example, may be remembered because of the height of the first letter (“a dinosaur has a long neck”) and the length of the word (“a dinosaur has a long body”); however, this strategy becomes ineffective as children are introduced to more words. At this point, they need to apply their knowledge of letters and sounds to read words. Although scholarship on multisyllable words in beginning reading texts is scant, patterns in Table 2 depict changes coinciding with textbook mandates in the last several decades.

**Text-Level Features**

While word-level features are important to the texts at-risk children read, text-level features need to be considered as well. Text-level features relate to words within the context of other words in a program, such as how often words repeat within or across particular levels (e.g., type-token ratio) or appear only a single time (i.e., singletons). In learning theory (e.g., Bruner, 1966; Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993), the deliberate pacing and repetition of content can maximize learning or, if not adequately controlled, may explain a lack of it. We chose to measure text-level features from this theoretical basis and from limited research on the benefits of word repetition in texts (Juel & Roper/Schneider, 1985; Reitsma, 1983).

From a cognitive perspective, both word features and children’s existing proficiency determine appropriate pacing and repetition of new content. More proficient children may be equipped to handle a faster pace at which new content appears and can therefore engage in more “self-teaching” (Share, 1995) compared to struggling readers. High repetition may benefit struggling readers the most, whereas a quicker introduction of novel words may be suitable for more proficient readers. Research on self-teaching typically focuses on children in their second or third year of reading.

### Table 2. Percentages of Repetition and Multisyllable Words in Reading Programs from Five Decades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copyright</th>
<th>Grade/Level</th>
<th>Total Words per Text</th>
<th>Type-Token Ratio</th>
<th>Singletons</th>
<th>Multisyllable Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Grade 1/Entry</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 1/Exit</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Grade 1/Entry</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 1/Exit</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Grade 1/Entry</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 1/Exit</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Grade 1/Entry</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 1/Exit</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Grade 1/Entry</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 1/Exit</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


^ Type-token ratio, singletons, and multisyllable words are calculated on levels of 10 texts.
instruction—not on novices, since there needs to be a modicum of acquired information and knowledge before students can self-teach (Cunningham et al., 2011; Ehri, 1998). With this in mind, it may be safe to assume that intervention programs may need to be more repetitive and more conservative in the introduction of new words compared to nonintervention programs, since students who struggle are less likely to be able to self-teach.

The use of learning theory provides a rationale for why educators and developers of reading programs should consider the pacing and the introduction of new content, since empirical evidence is limited on the effects of these factors. Pacing and repetition of content are usually not addressed explicitly in frameworks and theories of text design or selection today. An example of this, applied to the code-emphasis approach to reading, pertains to California’s most recent mandates (California State Board of Education, 2006) requiring teachers to provide two texts per each taught phonics element in first grade; however, no prescription is provided regarding repetition of spelling-sound correspondences or the pace at which texts are presented. Within the whole-language approach, the theory is that repeated reading will lead to proficiency in word recognition, although the research base supporting this view is scant and even contradictory (see, e.g., Johnston, 2000). Even though optimal levels of word repetition are not known, a lack of knowledge about pacing and repetition does not mean that these variables are not theoretically important, but without empirical evidence backing up the theories, there is little to guide program designers or publishers.

Because of the potential importance of word repetition in beginning reading texts, we analyzed two measures of the pace at which new content is presented: type-token ratio and the percentage of singletons within text levels. We also compared current levels of repetition with baseline data from analyses of previous copyrights of first-grade core programs (see Table 2).

Program-Level Feature

Program-level features pertain to the relation between the instruction featured in a program’s teacher guides and texts students read. In particular, the match between the content of the phonics instruction in teacher guides and the words in student texts (LTTM) has been a focus since Chall’s (1967/1983) reviews. With respect to LTTM, we examined the programs’ adherence to guidelines such as those proposed by Beck (1997), which were based on her earlier reviews of first-grade texts and programs (Beck & Block, 1979; Beck & McCaslin, 1978). She recommended 70% to 80% decodability, since only 30% to 50% may not provide beginning readers with enough opportunity to practice what they had learned, and 100% would result in a stilted, artificial-sounding text. It should be noted that Beck’s work was descriptive rather than empirical—student performance was not connected to the match of lessons and student texts.

Research Question and Hypotheses

The overarching research question guiding our analyses was, how do LLI and MS compare at the word level, text level, and program level? A review of the literature regarding philosophical foundations of reading and previous empirical analyses
helped us to hypothesize what differences and similarities would be expected between LLI and MS. A secondary question was, how do some of these features correspond to programs of previous decades?

In terms of word-level and program-level features, we hypothesized that MS texts would feature a greater percentage of phonetically regular words and a greater LTTM compared to LLI texts, since texts designed to promote the development of decoding skills by definition have greater regularity in letter-sound relationships (Mesmer, 2005). We also hypothesized that LLI texts would feature a greater percentage of highly frequent words, concrete words, and multisyllable words. A greater percentage of highly frequent words was predicted to occur in LLI leveled texts, because they are founded in the history of “wholebooksuccess” (Martin & Brogan, 1971), and a greater percentage of concrete words was predicted to occur in leveled texts in which the theory of the three cueing systems underlies their design. LLI texts were also expected to feature a greater percentage of multisyllable words compared to MS texts, since texts featuring more concrete words deliberately matched to pictures (e.g., pancakes, rooster, blueberries) emphasize semantic cues over orthographic cues.

With respect to text-level features (e.g., type-token ratio and singletons), we did not generate specific hypotheses as to whether either LLI or MS texts would have a higher or lower percentage of repetition. As evident in Table 2, type-token ratios and percentages of singletons in text have increased in the anthologies of core (formerly called basal) reading programs in the past two decades. There is neither prior research nor theory to suggest that either text type would have more or less repetition than texts in core reading programs.

Method

Program Selection

In the current study, we compared first-grade versions of Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) and My Sidewalks (MS), which are used with small groups of at-risk readers. The programs include instruction and text reading practice in 30 minutes of daily lessons designed to supplement (i.e., be taught in addition to) classroom English language arts instruction. LLI is designed to be delivered for approximately 18 weeks, whereas MS is delivered for up to 30 weeks. LLI includes 100 required lessons (there are 10 optional “getting started” lessons that were not included in this analysis), along with 100 corresponding leveled texts, whereas MS includes 150 required lessons, along with 90 corresponding decodable texts. Both programs include instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, and writing. Our analysis of word-level (within words), text-level (between texts), and program-level (LTTM) features included only the texts read by students and the phonics and word work instruction from the teacher guides, which is similar to procedures used by Stein et al. (1999) in their comparison of the components of first-grade reading programs.

Measures

**Word-level features.** For word-level features, all words from the student texts were entered into a word-processing program and then grouped into 10 levels for each program, resulting in 10 word lists for LLI and 10 word lists for MS. From these
lists, the total number of words at each level was established (i.e., all words), along with total unique words (i.e., words that are counted the first time they occur in a level only—any subsequent occurrences are not counted), total multisyllable words, and total singletons at each level (i.e., words that appear only a single time). Word-level features were obtained, including concrete words, highly frequent words, multisyllable words, and phonetically regular words, by dividing words with a given feature (e.g., phonetic regularity) by the total words at that level and multiplying by 100. For example, if a level included 183 phonetically regular words in a level with 359 total words, then the percentage of phonetically regular words was \( \frac{183}{359} \times 100 = 51\% \). Percentages of words that are phonetically regular, highly frequent, and concrete were obtained using the Text Analysis: Beginning Books (TABB; see Hiebert, 2011) digital program, since words with these features were not able to be counted directly from our lists. TABB contains reference lists of words based on previous research that specify the degree of phonetic regularity, frequency, and concreteness of words based on sources listed in Table 3. This study analyzed the concreteness of words, consistent with available databases (e.g., Graesser, McNamara, & Kulikowich, 2011; Paivio et al., 1968).

**Text-level features.** Next, text-level percentages for singletons and type-token ratios were established. The percentage of singletons was obtained by dividing the total number of singletons by the total of unique words (not total words, as with word-level features) and multiplying by 100. Type-token percentages were obtained by dividing unique words by the total words in each level and multiplying by 100.

**Program-level feature.** For the program-level feature of lesson-to-text match (LTTM), phonics and word work lessons from LLI and MS teacher guides were reviewed, and corresponding phonics elements were inventoried. Cumulative lists of phonics elements for LLI and MS were created so that words in texts could be matched to them (e.g., short “a,” silent “e” patterns). Then, beginning with the first text in each program, two raters examined every word in each text and marked whether the words are decodable based on the phonics element(s) taught in that lesson or in previous lessons. Two raters worked independently, circling each word in the texts that matched phonics elements taught. Raters compared their matches, and in cases of disagreement, word match was discussed and consensus was reached before matches were totaled. Because of the laborious and error-prone nature of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word-Level Feature</th>
<th>TABB Procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phonetically regular</td>
<td>TABB’s database consists of 2,650 single-syllable words with the most common vowel patterns, based on Bloomfield and Barnhart (1961), Fries (1963), and Fry (1990) lists, which contain a short or long vowel and occur in word families where at least two of the word family members are frequently found in print (e.g., cat, sat).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly frequent</td>
<td>TABB’s database consists of 2,046 words that begin with the 930 words identified by Zeno, Ivens, Millard, and Duvvuri (1995) as occurring 100 times or more per million word sample, along with derivatives identified by Thorndike (1921; e.g., plurals, past tense, comparatives, superlatives).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>TABB’s database consists of 1,200 words derived from 10 sources of familiar/concrete words for young children (e.g., Biemiller, 2009; Johnson, Moe, &amp; Baumann, 1983) or that identify key concepts for young children, such as farms, automobiles, and oceans (e.g., DK Publishing, 2008; Scarry, 1985).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
counting task, a third person checked final counts for accuracy. LTTM was then calculated for each text by dividing the number of decodable words by the total words in each text. Finally, the average LTTM of all texts within a level was calculated (see Table 4).

To determine the consistency with which the two raters matched words in texts to phonics lessons taught (LTTM), each rater’s number of matches was compared across entire programs as well as for each lesson level. Both raters were highly consistent in matching words and phonics elements for both programs: LTTM for LLI and MS was highly similar across both raters (LLI: Rater 1 = 31.2%, Rater 2 = 30.8%; MS: Rater 1 = 68.3%, Rater 2 = 68.2%). In addition, agreement across the 10 levels for each program was also highly consistent: LTTM differed at only two of the 10 levels for LLI, and at only one level for MS, and in each case differences were equal to or less than 1%.

It should be noted that we needed to be more liberal in deciding whether a phonics element was taught in LLI compared to MS because the nature of the phonics lessons in the programs is so different. When a phonics element is introduced and practiced in MS, letter names and their associated sounds are explicitly taught. This made matching the phonics elements with the words used in MS texts relatively straightforward. In LLI phonics lessons, the sounds associated with vowel letters are not always explicitly taught. For example, although letter “o” is introduced in Lesson 19 in the word got, the sound that letter “o” represents is not explicitly taught. In this lesson, students are instructed to watch the teacher write letters “g,” “o,” and “t” in a sequence of three boxes. The suggested instructional language includes the teacher only saying the sound made by letter “g”—not the sounds of letters “o” and “t.” In these instances, we still considered the vowel to be “taught,” and later words featuring the short “o” sound were counted in LTTMs, provided the other letters and sounds in the words were also taught. This approach is similar to Beck and McCaslin’s (1978) comparisons of code-emphasis and basal programs. They defined a phonics element as being taught if it received “explicit attention,” which included either explicit or indirect instruction. We took a similarly liberal approach to determine the LTTM for LLI texts in order to maximize potential matches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson Range</th>
<th>LTTM Range</th>
<th>Mean LTTM</th>
<th>Lesson Range</th>
<th>LTTM Range</th>
<th>Mean LTTM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 11–20</td>
<td>0–30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lessons 1–15</td>
<td>0–76</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 21–30</td>
<td>0–41</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Lessons 16–30</td>
<td>41–84</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 31–40</td>
<td>9–40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Lessons 31–45</td>
<td>64–77</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 41–50</td>
<td>19–50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Lessons 46–60</td>
<td>68–80</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 51–60</td>
<td>24–52</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Lessons 61–75</td>
<td>70–79</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 61–70</td>
<td>23–47</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Lessons 76–90</td>
<td>65–80</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 71–80</td>
<td>26–51</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Lessons 91–105</td>
<td>68–81</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 81–90</td>
<td>28–46</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Lessons 106–120</td>
<td>69–80</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 91–100</td>
<td>34–53</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Lessons 121–135</td>
<td>65–84</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons 100–110</td>
<td>42–62</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Lessons 136–150</td>
<td>67–81</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mean</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—LTTM = lesson-to-text match.
Results

Word-Level Results

Similarities and differences in word-level features for LLI and MS texts are reported in Table 5. With respect to average percentages of concrete words, LLI and MS texts are similar (i.e., a difference of less than 5%) at each level (LLI = 30%, MS = 28%). On average, slightly more than one-quarter of the words in LLI and MS levels are “easily imagined.” MS texts also have more variability across levels compared to LLI (LLI = 25% to 34%, MS = 19% to 39%).

With respect to average percentages of highly frequent words, LLI and MS texts differ slightly (i.e., a difference greater than 5% but less than 10%) at each level (LLI = 66%, MS = 59%). The practical significance of these differences is not known, but it is notable that both programs feature texts in which the majority of words (above 50%) are highly frequent. LLI texts include a similar percentage of highly frequent words (LLI = 64% to 70%) at each level, compared to MS texts, which were more variable (MS = 51% to 64%).

With respect to the average percentage of phonetically regular words, LLI and MS texts differ more extremely (i.e., a difference greater than 10%) at each level (LLI = 42%, MS = 62%). MS texts appear to consistently make greater use of phonetically regular words compared to LLI texts across all levels (LLI = 25% to 51%, MS = 51% to 71%). More substantial differences were also found with respect to the average percentages of multisyllable words found at each level (LLI = 23%, MS = 11%). Additional analyses at each program level revealed that the first three levels of LLI texts feature an average of 23% multisyllable words in running text, whereas the first three levels of MS texts feature only 6%. Conversely, the last three levels of LLI texts feature an average of 12% multisyllable words, whereas the last three levels of MS texts feature 17%. This indicates that early LLI texts contain many multisyllable words, which decrease over the course of the intervention by 48%, whereas MS texts begin with a relatively low percentage of multisyllable words and increase by 180%.

Table 5. Percentages of Word-Level and Text-Level Features in Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) and My Sidewalks (MS) Texts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Word-Level Features</th>
<th>Text-Level Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highly Concrete</td>
<td>Highly Frequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LLI MS LLI MS LLI MS</td>
<td>LLI MS LLI MS LLI MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>31 19 65 59 33 7 51 51</td>
<td>68 45 26 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>34 24 64 54 20 9 39 66</td>
<td>58 38 22 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25 26 70 54 16 2 46 69</td>
<td>52 37 23 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>29 39 68 51 11 6 47 71</td>
<td>43 39 20 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>31 31 67 62 18 10 44 67</td>
<td>33 33 17 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>31 33 66 59 20 12 44 67</td>
<td>39 44 20 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29 25 64 64 19 13 42 63</td>
<td>37 41 19 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>31 29 66 64 17 15 39 54</td>
<td>38 49 17 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>28 28 67 63 8 16 40 57</td>
<td>32 38 17 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26 26 64 62 10 20 25 56</td>
<td>46 47 21 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30 28 66 59 23 11 42 62</td>
<td>45 41 20 26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—In My Sidewalks, each level contains nine texts. In Leveled Literacy Intervention, each level contains 10 texts.
Text-Level Results

Similarities and differences in text-level features for LLI and MS are also reported in Table 5. With respect to the overall mean percentages of singletons contained at each level, text-level features are similar (LLI = 45%; MS = 41%), although further comparisons of LLI’s first three and last three levels reveal a marked decrease in number singletons (LLI = 59% to 39%). With respect to type-token ratio, text-level features for LLI and MS are slightly different (LLI = 20%; MS = 26%). Both programs demonstrate relative stability across levels (LLI = 17% to 26%; MS = 24% to 32%); however, MS texts do contain slightly less word repetition.

Program-Level Results

Lesson-to-text match (LTTM) percentages between phonics lessons in each program and corresponding texts are reported in Table 4. For the first level of each program, LTTM is low (LLI = 4%, MS = 28%) when compared to program averages (LLI = 31%, MS = 68%); however, at later levels, more distinct differences emerge. By the beginning of the second lesson group in MS (Lessons 16–30), the majority of texts contain words matching phonics patterns taught. By this point in the program, students have been taught a total of 13 consonant sounds and five short vowel sounds. When these phonics elements are paired with texts, LTTM approaches 70% and exceeds it thereafter. Conversely, it is not until Lesson 18 (Lesson 8 in our analysis) that LLI incorporates explicit use of a vowel sound, beyond the first 10 “getting started” lessons that are not taught to all students. Theoretically, then, in Lessons 1–17, phonetically regular words may not be decodable for students who do not know their vowel sounds, since all words must contain at least one vowel sound. When the short “a” sound is introduced in Lesson 18, the associated LLI text becomes the first with an LTTM exceeding 0% (Getting Dressed = 30%).

Results showed marked differences between the programs’ LTTM averages, with MS texts (M = 68%) more aligned with phonics lessons compared to LLI texts (M = 31%). In addition, when the first level of each program was eliminated (due to discrepancies from other levels), standard deviations for the remaining levels were 9.93% for LLI and 2.52% for MS. This means that after the first set of lessons, MS phonics lessons and texts remain aligned (i.e., as the phonics lessons become more complex, the words in the texts adjust accordingly), whereas LTTM percentages for LLI start low and trend upward to a maximum of 50%.

Discussion

This study provided much-needed systematic analyses of word-, text-, and program-level features of two widely used intervention programs in the United States. The discussion of the current findings is exclusive to these programs and should not be generalized to other programs. This study is in line with a history of analyses comparing meaning- and code-emphasis attributes in first-grade reading programs and texts (Beck & McCaslin, 1978; Chall, 1967/1983; Foorman et al., 2004; Meyer et al., 1987; Stein et al., 1999); however, no analysis of first-grade commercially published intervention programs has even been completed. These programs are used to teach beginning readers who are at risk or struggling, and gaining knowledge of the differences and similarities in these programs can launch additional research to clarify
their impact on at-risk readers, as well as research on how to better design effective interventions. Differences or similarities in interventions not obvious to the untrained eye will also assist educators in recognizing which aspects align with their instructional goals.

The results of this comparison of intervention programs correspond with some notable traditions and viewpoints in beginning reading instruction. The LLI program appears to be in alignment with a meaning-emphasis philosophy. Comparisons at the word and text levels revealed that LLI features more highly frequent words and more multisyllable words, thus confirming our initial hypotheses. This makes sense in a program emphasizing meaning, semantic cues, natural language patterns, predictable syntactic patterns and word repetition, and a philosophical foundation underlying texts promoting “wholebooksuccess” (Martin & Brogan, 1971). We also hypothesized that LLI leveled texts would have a higher percentage of concrete words than MS decodable texts, but this did not turn out to be the case. Although we did not have hypotheses related to the text-level features of repetition, we found a slightly lower type-token ratio in LLI compared to MS. This is likely due to the repetition of syntax and words in LLI, which matches the characteristic of texts with a foundation in whole language traditions. Also related to repetition, the average percentage of singletons in LLI texts was similar to the percentage in MS texts; however, LLI texts were distinctly more variable.

The MS program appears to be in alignment with a code-emphasis philosophy. MS texts feature more phonetically regular words, fewer multisyllable words, and a high level of LTTM, thus confirming our hypotheses related to these features. The alignment of letters and sounds in both the texts and the instruction appears to be consistent with the perspective of a code-emphasis program. By definition, decodable texts include a high percentage of phonetically regular words matched to texts and fewer multisyllable words because multisyllable words are more difficult to decode.

A particular contribution of the present study is the attention to multisyllable words, a feature of beginning texts that is infrequently addressed in theory and research on intervention for at-risk readers. LLI texts had a relatively high percentage of multisyllable words at beginning levels and lower percentages at the final levels (33% to 10%). This shift is explained by early LLI texts’ inclusion of many multisyllable words that are matched to pictures such as pancakes, rooster, and blueberries. The high percentage of multisyllable words in LLI texts may serve to assist students in the earliest stages of reading (e.g., Ehri’s prealphabetic phase) when they do not yet know alphabet letters or sounds (Ehri, 1998, 2005). This is because visual aspects of the words, such as their shapes, may provide a beneficial scaffold. An alternative explanation is that the pictures serve as the scaffold in supporting beginning readers, rather than the length or appearance of the word.

The pattern of multisyllable words was reversed with the MS texts, with percentages increasing throughout the program (7% to 20%). This pattern likely reflects the influence of LTTM in the design of MS texts. That is, multisyllable words are not included in MS texts until phonics elements to read them have been taught and single-syllable words have been read successfully—for example, instruction on compound words, -es endings, multisyllabic words with two consonants in the middle, or consonant + le endings followed by the reading of words such as pancake, gashes, napkin, and apple. Each program’s philosophy may serve to justify inclusion or exclusion of multisyllable words. Further research is required to establish how these patterns influence the independent word-recognition proficiencies of at-risk readers.
Although MS had a higher LTTM than LLI, it bears mentioning that the method of measuring LTTM in this analysis for both programs was derived using an assumption of “once taught, then learned.” At the present time, no research validates that a phonics element that is taught will actually be learned. Mesmer (2010) emphasized this point, arguing that a true LTTM requires coordination between the reader’s knowledge and the words in texts and not necessarily just the lessons and the words in texts. LTTM also assumes that each letter-sound pattern requires the same level of instructional attention and student practice (California Department of Education, 2006), even though letter-sound patterns vary enormously in the number of times they appear in written English (Venezky, 1967). Analyses that treat each letter sound equally, such as ours, may mean that some infrequently occurring patterns that are introduced too early may be to the detriment of students’ acquiring letter-sound patterns that have higher usefulness in decoding words (e.g., learning the short sound of letter “a” that occurs in a lot of words will be more useful than learning the sound of letter “x” that occurs less frequently).

When LLI and MS texts are compared to texts from reading programs used since the 1960s (see Table 2), LLI texts most closely match those used during the 1990s, when the pace of content (e.g., introduction of new words) doubled over previous eras and proportions of singletons and multisyllable words increased two- to three-fold. MS texts appear most closely matched to entry-level grade 1 texts of 2007, when proportions of these same features were also high compared to earlier eras, but the proportion of multisyllable words was lower.

It is interesting to note that similar to previous descriptive studies comparing the LTTM of meaning- and code-emphasis first-grade classroom reading programs (Beck & McCaslin, 1978; Chall, 1967/1983; Foorman et al., 2004; Meyer et al., 1987; Stein et al., 1999), our findings show the meaning-emphasis program that included phonics instruction (LLI) featured much less of a systematic match to the words in students’ texts than the code-emphasis program (MS) did. It appears that philosophical foundations continue to exert influence on interventions, much like they influenced the construction and content of first-grade whole-class reading programs in previous decades.

Findings related to type-token ratio and other text features need to be viewed from the perspective of our unit of analysis—a set of texts rather than a single text. Our choice of reporting results for levels of texts rather than individual texts reflects the nature of instruction and learning. Numerous texts are part of the learning-to-read process, particularly with at-risk students. When a program consists of 90–100 texts (as was the case with both programs), a report of the features of individual texts can be unwieldy. In interpreting data, however, it is critical to remember that readers do experience texts one at a time. If, for example, the mean type-token ratio for a level is in the vicinity of 10%, the ratio will be substantially higher for some of the individual texts. In other words, individual texts may present even more of a challenge for beginning readers than the view garnered from the findings of levels of texts.

Additional Instructional Implications

What do differences mean for learning to read—and for the teaching of reading? These are critical questions, especially for beginners who specifically are at risk. These are the children for whom quality of schooling may make a big difference, especially if they have teachers who do not have experience recognizing the ramifications of
differences in texts and programs (e.g., too much word variability). Although it may be argued that differences between programs such as those found in this study are not surprising, it is critical to know the values of these differences so that logical and practical intervention decisions can be made. Educators and publishers must recognize that there may be advantages in some of these differences.

With respect to findings at the word, text, and program levels of our framework, a “diet” of LLI texts may provide numerous benefits. The majority of words in the texts are highly frequent, which may enable the development of a sight-word vocabulary. LLI texts also have a large proportion of multisyllable words at the beginning levels, allowing students to successfully read words at the prealphabetic stage. Finally, LLI texts feature a relatively high repetition of words, which may lead to increased sight-word vocabulary. A diet of LLI may be inadequate in reference to the following: percentages of multisyllable words remain high even after students have presumably moved into the alphabetic stages of reading, which may encourage guessing at words or overreliance on picture cues. A low percentage of phonetically regular words (and LTTM) may discourage the use of decoding strategies, and the high percentage of singletons may cause difficulty for at-risk beginners who cannot “rely on either semantic supports or repetition to identify or retain meanings of words in texts” (Mesmer et al., 2012, p. 241).

A diet of MS texts may provide benefits as follows: the majority of words in the texts are highly frequent, which, like LLI, may help enable the development of a sight-word vocabulary, although the percentage is lower than LLI and we still do not know the implications of these differences in practice. Percentages of multisyllable words that are low, along with high percentages of phonetically regular words and a high LTTM, may especially encourage the use of what is learned in phonics lessons (Juel & Roper/Schneider, 1985). A diet of MS may be inadequate in reference to the following: a high percentage of singletons and relatively low percentage of word repetition may cause difficulty for at-risk beginners because the introduction of too many new words (and insufficient word repetition) may inhibit development of a sight-word vocabulary (all things being equal).

Because intervention texts, like those included in LLI and MS, are used to supplement classroom instruction, educators working with at-risk students must also consider the types of texts students read in classrooms. If leveled texts are used during classroom instruction and students continue to struggle, it may help to add decodable texts matched to phonics lessons. Since LLI texts are not highly decodable, at-risk students may not gain sufficient experience in the application of the letter-sound knowledge they are taught, particularly if decodable texts are also not used in their classrooms. Similarly, since MS does not include leveled texts, at-risk students may not gain sufficient experience in reading texts with language patterns not constrained by the use of phonetically regular words.

Comparisons of intervention programs, such as those reported in this study, can help teachers identify potential deficiencies and in the selection of texts that may help lead to a resolution of reading problems. Whereas systems for the selection of qualitatively leveled texts are popular and standard in many commercially available reading programs (e.g., Rigby, Scholastic), supplementing with decodable texts requires different expertise on the part of teachers if they need to select and sequence texts that feature a strong LTTM.
Future Research Directions

We believe analyses such as those presented in this study are essential. Although previous descriptive studies of first-grade reading programs exist, this study is the first comparison of two intervention programs using a framework of word-, text-, and program-level features. Additional research on other commercially available intervention programs, at various grade levels, would add to this initial exploration. Research on features not included here (e.g., the nature of the phonics lessons in the program, vocabulary instruction), as well as other ways of measuring various features (such as repetition and the introduction of new words), would also be valuable. For example, our analyses used percentages to compare features—perhaps the proper diet of word characteristics has little to do with percentages but the frequency of words within a program.

Another valuable approach would be to determine the effects of intervention programs and text types on at-risk students with differing reading levels. Would readers who are extremely delayed versus only slightly delayed respond similarly to these programs or to the influences of leveled and decodable texts? As Cheatham and Allor (2012) intimated, the interaction of text type with a particular stage of students’ reading development may be important. Using a variety of approaches to conceptualize and operationalize text and program characteristics, along with a variety of participant samples, would provide a knowledge base for researchers, publishers, and educators who need to know more about intervention programs they use or widely distribute.

Given the current preferential peaks of LLI and MS programs, intervention research specifically comparing their effectiveness is urgently needed regarding their immediate and long-term impact on the prevention and treatment of reading difficulties. To our knowledge, there is no peer-reviewed research on either program to support their effectiveness, let alone the influence of their texts.

Research isolating the effects of decodable and leveled text types is needed but, alas, is rare and is complicated by numerous threats to internal validity. Most difficulties encountered in this type of research pertain to not being able to employ randomized control group designs in school settings, not adequately controlling classroom factors when delivering supplemental intervention, and not having a sufficiently strong manipulation of the “text type” independent variable (see Jenkins, Peyton, Sanders, & Vadasy, 2004). To better isolate the effects of text types and LTTM, future research could randomize students at different stages of reading into groups who receive the same phonics instruction but read decodable or leveled texts. In addition, in nonrandomized designs, classroom instruction must be tightly controlled so that texts read in the classroom or elsewhere do not confound results.

Finally, as future research determines which program characteristics best support at-risk readers, researchers and publishers should partake in the reporting of LTTM and other features such as word repetition and percentages of concrete words or highly frequent words. Publishers are already expected to present readability and leveling information about texts; it would also be helpful for teachers to have information regarding these characteristics. Consistent with a point made by one of our reviewers, such reporting has the potential to raise awareness of important dimensions regarding words and texts included in intervention programs.
Notes

Address all correspondence to Maria Murray, Wilber Hall Room 113, Oswego, NY 13126; e-mail: maria.murray@oswego.edu.

1. Word-level, text-level, and program-level analyses were limited to descriptive interpretations. This is because we were not trying to make inferences or apply findings beyond the two programs we examined. It is the descriptions of similarities and differences that are most beneficial to educators who need to know more about the programs and texts they use.

2. To determine the percent increase or decrease in multisyllable words across programs, the mean of the first three levels was subtracted from the mean of the last three levels and then divided by the mean of the first three levels.
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